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Forcepoint Zero Trust Content 
Disarm and Reconstruction
Stop known and unknown threats, zero-day attacks and malware

From email exchanges, web, and social media interactions to file uploads 
and web applications, technology generates the digital information that is 
the lifeblood of every organization. This digital information is shared and 
communicated with business partners, customers, supply chains, and local 
and remote workers. Information sharing on this scale has created a huge 
attack surface for cybercriminals to exploit using malware concealed in 
everyday files, documents, and images. 

In response, the number of defensive technologies has increased to try and 
combat the problem. But these defenses are all based, to some degree, on the 
concept of detection. The problem with detection-based defenses is that they 
can only detect what they have “seen” before. There have been attempts to 
strengthen these defenses. Sandboxes can help, but attackers have learned 
how to spot them, and they still rely on detection to try and identify threats. 
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning algorithms are useful, but they’re 
really just using computing power to try to detect a previously seen threat more 
quickly. In response, the cybercriminals are constantly looking to attack an 
organization with malware that the defense hasn’t seen before and therefore 
regards as safe. 

Detection-based defenses alone simply can’t keep up.

Forcepoint’s Zero Trust Content Disarm and Reconstruction (CDR) is different. 
Rather than trying to detect malware, it assumes nothing can be trusted. It 
works by extracting the valid business information from files (either discarding 
or storing the originals), verifying the extracted information is well-structured, 
and then building new, fully functional files to carry the information to its 
destination. Zero Trust CDR is a game-changer for mitigating against the 
threat of even the most advanced zero-day attacks and exploits. Pivoting from 
detection to prevention in this way is especially important with the recent 
evolution in hybrid workforces and digital transformation and their resultant 
usage of content and electronic information everywhere.

No latencyNo false 
positives

Pixel perfect, fully 
revisable files

Malare-free 
data

Anti-malware 
defenses must:
 › Always deliver safe and fully 

functional content so users  
can have utter confidence in  
the files they receive from outside 
the organization.

 › Stop zero-day threats without 
the need for the latest patches or 
signatures to shore up the defense.

Attack vectors to protect:
 › Web browsing 

 › Web downloads

 › Web mail

 › Social media

 › File uploads

 › Mail

 › Web applications

 › File sharing

https://www.forcepoint.com/
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Stop every threat

Digital content is the vector of choice for cyber criminals to 
use for malware attacks and exploits. From web browsing 
and email to file uploads and social media, digital content is 
routinely embedded with known, zero-day, and even totally 
undetectable threats concealed in the files and images we use 
every hour of the working day. 

For over 25 years, the standard approach to combatting these 
threats has been to use detection-based cyber defences. The 
problem is that detection is easy to evade. Just change the 
signature of the exploit and the malware crosses the security 
boundary unimpeded. Detection alone is no longer sufficient 
to safeguard users from known & unknown threats, zero-day 
attacks & malware.

Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR stops file-based malware from 
entering the organisation without using detection. Due to the 
unique way that Zero Trust CDR just extracts and delivers what 
is good in a file and doesn’t try to detect what is bad, it protects 
users from even zero-day and totally unknown malware. This 
approach to preventing malware doesn’t need constant 
updating with the signatures of the latest new and zero-day 
malware as they become available, so the defence is always up 
to date.

Enhance user experience

As organizations search for new and more effective solutions 
to the problem of concealed malware, they risk negatively 
impacting the user experience. Subjecting incoming files to 
multiple antivirus scanners or holding and sandboxing them 
for further scrutiny can add latency into business processes. 
Attempting to render files safe by “flattening” them - converting 
from the original revisable format into a fixed non-revisable 
format - leaves the business user with documents that can’t be 
easily shared, edited or updated. In many cases, the intentions 
are good, but the end result is that business processes become 

slower, resulting in increasingly frustrated users.
Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR enhances the user experience 
without compromising security. The Zero Trust CDR process 
doesn’t use detection, so there’s no waiting for the system 
to scan files and try to detect known threats. It doesn’t use 
sandboxing, so there’s no lengthy delays in crucial business 
processes while files are isolated for inspection. Zero Trust 
CDR takes a fraction of a second, meeting the business need 
for information that is both safe and available without latency. 
Far from impeding the speed with which users can access the 
files they need, Zero Trust CDR enhances the user experience, 
delivering pixel perfect, fully revisable files that are always 
malware-free. 

Free up the SOC team

Even with the very best detection-based defenses in place, 
many security operations center (SOC) teams still spend too 
much time and money preventing, detecting, analyzing, and 
responding to cybersecurity incidents caused by malware 
concealed in incoming files.

Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR frees up the SOC team from the 
day-to-day chores of handling quarantine queues, managing 
false positives, applying signature updates, and dealing with 
potential breach alerts. Every incoming file is subject to the 
Zero Trust CDR process – regardless of whether it does or 
doesn’t contain malware - and every file is rendered threat-free.

https://www.forcepoint.com/
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How It works 

Un-matched protection

 › Delivers the highest guaranteed threat-free data - pixel 
perfect and fully revisable.

 › No risk from even the most sophisticated attacks.

 › No exposure to so-called “zero day” threats.

Highly versatile

 › Works with existing boundary defenses and technologies.

 › Transforms a wide range of the most popular file formats 
including all Office files, images and PDFs (the formats most 
commonly used by attackers).

 › Defends a wide range of attack vectors including web, email 
and file uploads.

Choice of deployment

 › On-premises, virtual, and in-cloud deployment options.

 › Can be deployed and running in a matter of minutes.

1 2

4 3

5

Rather than identifying known malware, Zero Trust CDR takes the data 
and extracts the useful information from it. 

The extracted information is transformed into an intermediary format  
and verified. 

This advanced threat protection process makes sure no threats or 
attacks can reach the next stage. 

The original data is stored or discarded along with malware, known or 
unknown. 

Brand new data is then built in a normalized way, containing the verified 
information. The new data replicates the original data, without the 
threat of embedded malware and is now guaranteed safe.

1.  
 

2.  
 

3.  
 

4.  
 

5. 
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Forcepoint Zero Trust 
CDR for Web Gateways

Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR for Web Gateways protects web users from malware concealed in Web downloads, 
web mail and social media. It is deployed on the network boundary and integrates with the existing Secure Web 
Gateway (SWG). Policy rules in the Web Gateway determine which file types to pass to Forcepoint Zero Trust 
CDR for processing.

Forcepoint Zero Trust 
CDR for Remote  
Browser Isolation

Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR for Remote Browser Isolation ensures that those users browsing the Internet using 
Remote Browser Isolation can safely download files onto the physical host, secure in the knowledge that they 
are totally malware-free.

Forcepoint Zero Trust 
CDR for File Uploads

Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR for File Uploads protects the organization from malware contained in files  
uploaded from the Internet and can be deployed alongside a reverse Web proxy or as part of a cloud-based 
Web application.

Forcepoint Zero Trust 
CDR for Mail

Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR for Mail protects users from malware concealed in email messages and 
attachments. It is typically deployed between the boundary email defense and the organization’s email server.

Forcepoint Zero Trust 
CDR for File Sharing

Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR for File Sharing ensures files moving between file stores on different networks are 
free of file-based malware. 

Forcepoint Zero Trust 
CDR for Web Applications

Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR for Web Applications ensures structured data moving between networks is 
constrained to match pre-defined schemas, ensuring it cannot be used as a vector for attack.

Forcepoint Zero Trust 
CDR  Cloud APIs

In addition to being available on-premise, Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR is available via cloud-native APIs for 
developers who need to integrate content disarm and reconstruction into their Web applications and workflows.

Appendix A. Solution component overview

https://www.forcepoint.com/
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Appendix B. File types rendered threat-free 
by Forcepoint zero Trust CDR

The following file types are transformed and 
rendered threat-free by Forcepoint Zero Trust CDR:

The following file formats are also transformed and rendered threat-free 
by converting them into an intermediate format first:

OFFICE FILES

FILE TYPE EXTENSION

Bitmap image BMP

Microsoft Office X Document DOCX

Microsoft enhanced metafile EMF

Email message EML

GIF image GIF

HTML file HTML

ICAL File ICAL

JPEG 2000 JP2K

JPEG image JPEG

MIME HTML Archive MHT

Multipurpose Internet Mail 
Extensions

MIME

Adobe PDF PDF

PNG image PNG

Microsoft Office X PowerPoint PPTX

Rich Text RTF

Plain Text TXT

TIFF image TIFF

Microsoft Windows meta file WMF

Microsoft Office X Excel XLSX

Zip archive ZIP

STRUCTURED DATA FILES

FILE TYPE EXTENSION

Comma separated values CSV

JSON structured data JSON

Google Protocol Buffers 3 Proto3

XML structured data XML

FORMAT ORIGINAL TRANSLATED FINAL

Legacy Microsoft 
Word

DOC DOCX DOC

Legacy Microsoft 
PowerPoint

PPT PPTX PPT

Legacy Microsoft 
Excel

XLS XLSX XLS

OpenDocument 
Text

ODT DOCX ODT

OpenDocument 
Spreadsheet

ODS XLSX ODS

OpenDocument 
Presentation

ODP PPTX ODP

Rich Text RTF DOCX RTF

eXtensbile Paper 
Specification

XPS PDF XPS

EPUB book reader 
format

EPUB PDF EPUB

Mobipocket ebook 
format

MOBI DOCX -

Computer Graphics 
Metafile

CGM PDF -

Adobe Photoshop PSD PNG PSD

Microsoft One Note ONE PDF -

AutoCAD Drawing DWG PDF -

Legacy AutoCAD 
Drawing

DXF PDF -

Legacy Microsoft 
Visio

VSD PDF -

Microsoft Visio VSDX PDF -

XLS Formatting 
Object

FO PDF -

7Zip archive 7Zip ZIP 7Zip

BZip2 Archive BZip2 ZIP BZip2

GZIP Archive Gzip ZIP GZip

Z Archive Z ZIP Z

TAR archive TAR ZIP TAR

Microsoft CAB 
archive

CAB - ZIP
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Forcepoint is the leading user and data protection cybersecurity 
company, entrusted to safeguard organizations while driving 
digital transformation and growth. Forcepoint’s humanly-attuned 
solutions adapt in real-time to how people interact with data, 
providing secure access while enabling employees to create 
value. Based in Austin, Texas, Forcepoint creates safe, trusted 
environments for thousands of customers worldwide.
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